
Company Profile

Founded in 2020, Starfly Steel (Uganda) Co.,Ltd. is a large-scale steel manufacturing
and trade enterprise. At the beginning of 2020, the company was incorporated and
therefore obtained the trading license in Uganda, and there after it has embarked on
its steel processing and distribution service.

Mukono-based Stafly Steel (Uganda) Company has build up a win-win platform
between premium quality mills and clients as evidenced by convenient
transportation, intellectual marketing network, powerful warehousing, processing
and distribution system, and abundant supply chain management experience. It
provides all sorts of international standard steel processing and distribution services
as demanded by clients.

Located in Mukono, the company is a vital gateway linking Kampala - Jinjia. The
company has a wide array of industrial products on offer, including hot rolled coil,
hot rolled steel plate,H-beam, channel steel,angle steel, welding rod and so on.

Beyond its strength in steel products, the company also owns one processing center
for hot rolled steel, which is located in Seeta with a plant areas of 1500 ㎡ and a
monthly processing capacity of 1500-2000 tons.

Starfly boasts a stable purchasing channels and customer resource in several
countries and regions, which can establish stable strategic cooperative relationship
among steel mills, Starfly and all stake holders in steel.





Ms Plates
Star Fly shears and supplies plates from 0.8mm-4mm thickness in the 
dimensions 8ft X 4ft or 2438mm X 1219mm, 6mm-12mm thickness in 
dimensions 1219mm-1800mm and length of 1m-12m. MS Plates are used in 
canopies, metal fabrication, platforms , pedestals, structures and stands. We 
can cut and supply customized length plates according to the customer’s 
requirements.

Hot Rolled Coil and Plate Catalogue
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CRCA Sheet
Cold Rolled Annealed Sheets(CRCA) are cut from CRCA coils and can be 
supplied in standard or customized sizes. CRCA sheets are soft (annealed) and 
have better and controlled dimensional accuracy. They are mainly used in 
fabrication, drawing and forming applications, components manufacture, etc. 
The finish of CRCA sheets is better than that of Hot Rolled Sheets and is 
suitable for painting or surface coating applications. These sheets can be 
supplied in thicknesses ranging from 0.4mm-5mm.

Cold Rolled Coil and Plate Catalogue
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Universal Columns/Beams 
Universal columns/beams are referred to as “I-beam” and “H-beam”. They are 

mainly used in engineering construction, Non-Residential construction, 

infrastructure, super tall buildings,etc.

I.P.E Sections    小型H型钢

H-beam Catalogue    H型钢产品规格


